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Going Outside the Camp
I. Introduction: Where do you feel the most comfortable?
A. We all have at least one spot that is just right.
1. Your comfort zone may be your king size bed.
2. Some brothers have a comfortable “man cave.”
3. A few people may recline in their Lazy Boys.
B. We also have a spiritual comfort zone in church.
1. Some people have their favorite pew or seat.
2. We may even become comfortable in other ways.
3. The Lord invites us to go outside the camp.
C. We are called to suffer reproach for Jesus.
1. The body of the bull was burned outside camp.

~ Leviticus 16:27

2. Jesus also suffered outside the gate of Jerusalem.
3. The Lord invites us to go outside the camp.
II. Body: What takes place outside the camp?
A. Evangelism happens outside the camp.

Hebrews 13:11-13
III. Conclusion: A Special Word of Invitation …….
A. Jesus invites those who are outside the camp.
1. Salvation is found in no one else but Jesus.
2. The Lord knew that people were burdened.
3. The burden of sin is a heavy load.
B. Jesus invites those who are inside the camp.
1. We are called out to be sent back out.
2. We were never meant to stay inside!
C. Let’s go and meet Jesus outside the camp!
1. We do not have an enduring city down here.
2. Let us set our eyes on the city that is to come.

___________________________________

~ Mark 16:15-16

1. We have a mission, but does mission have us?
2. The Lord suffered disgrace for us.
B. Forgiveness is offered outside the camp.

~ Hebrews 9:13-14

1. The blood of Christ did what the blood of bulls
and goats could not do.
2. He had many regrets about the price that he paid.
C. We meet the Lord outside the camp!

Camp WaMaVa Applications are now available.

~ Acts 18:9-10

1. Paul was in the middle of preaching & teaching.
2. The Lord spoke to him outside the camp.
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